should vacate the channel when the licensed users or primary users start their transmissions. The main challenge in such systems is to avoid the harmful interference from SUs imposed on the PUs and this is addressed using spectrum sensing technique. The basic idea behind spectrum sensing is to detect even a weak signal of a PU so as to avoid interference issues and at the same time not to miss an opportunity for using an idle primary channel by the SU.
Spectrum sensing involves the detection of Primary User (PU) signal using dynamic spectrum access. Cooperative spectrum sensing takes advantage of the spatial diversity among multiple cognitive radio users to improve the sensing accuracy. However the significant improvement in the sensing accuracy requires the noise variance estimates and channel state information from the SUs, which lead to significant transmission overheads.
This research work proposes a fuzzy system based cooperative spectrum sensing to overcome the drawbacks in conventional cooperative spectrum sensing. Selection Combining (SC) and Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) methods are used at fuzzy based fusion center to obtain the value of the sensing energy. These energy values are utilized in finding the presence of PU, resulting in improved sensing accuracy. In addition, the intelligent fuzzy fusion algorithm uses multiple threshold values instead of the channel state information to determine the PU presence. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the existing schemes in terms of sensing accuracy.
CO-OPERATIVE CR SYSTEM MODEL AND
CONVENTIONAL ENERGY DETECTION SCHEME Figure 2 .1 shows the co-operative CR system that can be utilized for spectrum sensing to detect the unknown primary licensed signal in a channel with white noise, with the help of a basic energy detection scheme (Benítez & Casadevall 2012) .
It is well known that Energy Detection (ED) method is ideal when prior information of the PU signal is unavailable. In the energy detection, the energy of the signal in the frequency band of interest is obtained by suitably band-pass filtering the received signal, converting it into discrete samples with the help of an analog-to-digital converter (A/D) and then accumulating the sample magnitudes over the observation interval. Considering that the k th SU is measuring the energy of the PU signal x(j), the received PU signal energy detected at the k th SU is given by,
where x k (j) is the j th sample of the received signal at the k th SU.
Figure 2.1 Cognitive radio system for spectrum sensing environment
The flowchart for conventional energy detection scheme is shown in Figure 2 .2. The detection decision at each SU is made by comparing the energy spectrum of the received PU signal with the threshold energy to declare the presence or absence of the PU signal.
Figure 2.2 Flowchart for conventional Energy Detection scheme

FUZZY BASED SYSTEM MODEL FOR HYPOTHESIS
TEST
The effective cooperative spectrum sensing can be achieved by the CR system by utilizing the fuzzy logic concept. In this section, a fuzzy inference system is introduced that can be useful for spectrum sensing and the system model is explained based on fuzzy hypothesis test.
Fuzzy Inference System for Spectrum Sensing
Fuzzy logic defines the output in conventional evaluations like true/false, yes/no, high/low etc. Each object x in a fuzzy system is defined as a linguistic variable, viz., small, medium, large, etc., and is associated with function F(x). Elements in F(x) form the fuzzy set. Fuzzy logic is preferred for certain applications where conventional mathematical methods and models are ineffective. In the spectrum sensing applications, fuzzy logic has been mainly used in the decision making whereas the neural learning algorithm is trained in order to identify the available spectrum hole (Abbas et al. 2015) . Fuzzy based decision making has more degree of freedom in the dynamic spectrum sensing environment. The fuzzy rule based decision fusion process has been shown to provide better results while comparing with conventional AND/OR fusion rule (Kaur et al. 2010) and (Ejaz et al. 2011 ).
Membership Function
The Membership Function (MF) of a fuzzy set represents the degree of truth. Membership functions were first introduced by Zadeh in their paper on fuzzy sets (1965) . Zadeh, in his theory of fuzzy sets, proposed using a membership function (with a range covering the interval (0,1)) operating on the domain of all possible values.The membership functionis a graphical representation of the magnitude of participation of each input. Itdefines thefunctional overlap between inputs and determines an output response. If X is a collection of objects denoted by x, then a fuzzy set A in X is defined as a set of ordered pairs:
where, A is called the membership function (MF) for the fuzzy set A. The MF maps each element of X to a membership grade (membership value) between 0 and 1.
Types of Membership Functions
Commonly used membership functions are (Yen&Langari, 1999) : 
Fuzzy Logic Controller
Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLCs) are used to make a decision.Fuzzy based decision making is performed in the fuzzy inference system, in steps shown in Figure 2 .8. It comprises of fuzzification process, inference engine, knowledge/rule base and defuzzification process. The crisp input is converted into the fuzzy quantity using the fuzzification process. The inference engine processes the information and makes the decision using the rule base or knowledge base. In the present thesis, the spectrum sensing process and the spectrum decision process is performed using the fuzzy inference system.The sensed energy of the received signals based on primary user activity forms the raw input. The fuzzifier converts this raw energy values toa suitable fuzzy input. The fuzzy membership functions are utilized to model and evaluate the inputs. A rule base, which comprises of 'if-then' statements to decide the spectrum availability is evolved and these fuzzy rule set are given to the fuzzy inference system to decide about the spectrum hole. 
i ii x t h t s t n t hypH (2.8)
In the hypothesis H 0 , x i (t) indicates thesignal received by the i th SU and n i (t) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean. In the hypothesis H 1, s(t) represents the licensed PU signal transmission currently existing over the channel and h i (t) represents the channel impulse response between the primary and the secondary user.
The traditional energy detection problem decides between two crisp hypotheses H 0 (null hypothesis) and H 1 (alternative hypothesis). In real time situations, it is not a wise choice to go with crisp hypotheses due to the problems and practical difficulties associated with uncertainty. Fuzzy set theory concepts have been discussed in the literature to consider the uncertainty issues. The hypothesis test utilizing the fuzzy set theory is called as fuzzy hypothesis test (FHT).
Suppose µ is the mean parameter of a normal probability density function, the crisp hypothesis can be defined as;
H 0 : µ= µ 0 and H 1 : µ µ 0 (2.9)
However the fuzzy hypotheses are defined for realistic models as;
Let pd i denote the possibility of the PU signal being present based on the observation of the i th SU. Then, the fuzzy inference rule set can be proposed as follows (Ejazet al. 2011):
where,Y i is calculated from equation (2.1). Based on the private decisions obtained from the weighted averaging procedure, the global decision can be made based on the majority rule. The global decision is given by
ERROR PROBABILITIES
False alarm probability (P fa ) and missed detection probability (P md ) are two types of error probabilities used in the spectrum sensing. Probability of detection, P d is obtained from missed detection as given below;
The total error probability (P e ) is the summation of P fa and P md ;
The signal energy sensed by the secondary user is compared with threshold value to make its decision regarding whether the channel is occupied or not. The P fa andP d measures are determined using the Q-function as given below;
where is the threshold level, T(x) is the decision function, is the received signal to noise ratio of the licensed signal at SU, 2 is the noise variance and K is the number of spectrum sensing samples. Q(.) denotes the Gaussian probability Q-function.
PROPOSED INTELLIGENT FUZZY BASED ENERGY
DETECTION SCHEME
The main objective of this work is to propose an intelligent fuzzy logic based data fusion algorithm at the fusion centre (FC). The important contribution of the proposed work is to identify the PU signal accurately without prior information and with least overhead transmissions. Membership functions are formed to fix the optimal set of thresholds.
Fuzzy Logic Based Spectrum Sensing
Membership function for signal energy is shown in Table 2 .1. Based on the fuzzified inputs, present status of primary user channel is determined from the inference rules. The PU channel status represented as a 2-bit information is shared by the SUs. For arriving at the rule decision for each node, the fusion center considers the node's own decision, the results of two neighboring nodes and the SNR value using an appropriately devised fuzzy rule base. The global decision is made by the Fusion center by appropriately combining the individual SU decision to arrive at a crisp output. In the proposed system, the fusion centre uses Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) method to combine the SU decisions and the results compared with that of Selection combining.
Rule Decision at Secondary Node
In the proposed method, each node will calculate the energy of the received signal and based on the threshold values it decides on the output as strongly present, moderately present, weakly present and not present. This preliminary decision represented as a two bit information along with the sensed SNR values areshared among neighboring nodes.The node decision is arrived at by considering its own decision, the sensing results of two neighboring nodes and the local best among the SNR values to make a final local decision. The rule base evolved and the local final decision for node 1when its own preliminary decision is '00' is shown in A fuzzy based decision on the received SNR valueis made during the fusion process, using selection combining method. The selected SNR value could be any of the three values, viz., Low (L), Medium (M) and High (H). Further as explained in Table 2 .1, signal energy value sensed by each secondary node could take any of the four values, viz. 00, 01, 10 and 11.
Considering that the signal energy sensed by node-1 is 00, using the rule decision In a similar way, final sensing result for other nodes is also decided and these decisions are combined by the Cognitive Base Station for arriving at a global decision on the primary channel.
Calculation of Normalizing Weights For The Proposed Fuzzy
Based Spectrum Sensing
The signal energy of the primary channel is sensed by the secondary users. As explained in the previous section 2.4.2, rule decision is made and final outcome of the sensed energy by the secondary node is arrived at. These values are considered as the initial member assignments for the secondary nodes as mentioned below. where, dc i , dc j and dw are the differential values of c i , c j and w. is called as the weight normalizing factor. It is also called as learning rate. The normalized weights are calculated as;
( ,) ( ,) wij wij d w (2.23) In this maximum ratio combining method, the signal energy values sensed by the secondary nodes are multiplied by the normalized weights and the combined global value of the signal energy is presented to the fusion centre. The fuzzy fusion centre then makes the global decision by comparing the combined global energy value with the multi level threshold values to decide whether PU is present or not. Using the iterative method as mentioned above, effective SNR value is evaluated and thus optimized and improved SNR value is calculated. Using the normalized weight factors which represent the optimized SNR value, fuzzy fusion centre can accurately make the decision. Thus, the proposed fuzzy based spectrum sensing is very effective and accurately detects the spectrum holes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Performance of this intelligent spectrum sensing and decision fusion method is evaluated at various SNR values and it is compared with conventional AND/OR rule based single node decision. The presence and absence of the primary user found using the time domain and frequency domain plots of the observed received signal. These plots are shown in Figure   2 .10. It is observed that PU can be detected in the frequency slots (4,5), (10,11) and (15,16).
Figure 2.10 Time domain and frequency domain plots of the final observedreceived signal
All the experiments were simulated and analyses were performed on a computer with an Intel core i3 processor of 1.86 GHz speed, under Microsoft Windows 7 (32-bit system), using MATLAB coding. In the simulation scenario, we assumed equal SNR for all the nodes in the cognitive radio network. In such a scenario, the rule based decision by each node is as shown in Table 2 .3. Similarly, decision will be made by the node for the other types of inputs, viz. 01, 10, and 11. where, w n is the individual weighing factor, E n is the signal energy value coming from the n th SU and E mrc is the MRC based combined energy value of the transmitted SU fuzzy decisions. Cognitive base station finds the strong , moderate or weak presence of the PU signal using the above mentioned weighted combination of the received SU decisions on the PU channel.
Performance Graphs
To validate the proposed cooperative spectrum sensing scheme, a Monte-Carlo simulation was carried out under the following conditions: the number of SUs assumed is M = 7; the number of samples considered for processing is N = 1000; the PU signal is assumed to be a zero mean signal with 6 MHz bandwidth; the noises at SUs result in In this method, spectrum sensing is carried out with the objective to maximize the probability of detection and keeping the probability of false alarm to a minimum. In the Fuzzy based cooperative spectrum sensing shown in Figure 2 .9, all secondary nodes sense the energy of primary channel. The sensing result of each node compares with the sensing results of two of its neighbor nodes and as per rule decision explained in section 2.4.2, the sensed energy of the node is determined. Subsequently, using MRC method, the final sensed energy is obtained which is then compared with the threshold value 50 and accordingly, the decision is made about the channel, i.e. whether PU is present or absent. As per the algorithm, the performance results are shown in 
Figure 2.11 Probability of detection Vs SNR
If a decision is made by the system that the PU is present, even though the channel is free and PU is not currently using the channel, then false detection occurs. The probability of false detection was computed by running the program 100 times and counting the number of times the PU was 51 falsely detected when it was not using the spectrum. The ROC plot between Probability of false alarm and probability of detection (P d ) for SNR=-10 dB is shown in Figure 2 .12. The P d is nearly 0.99 when the probability of false alarm (P fa ) is 0.1. The ROC plot between Probability of false alarm (P fa ) and probability of miss detection for SNR=-10 dB is shown in Figure 2 .13. The probability of miss detection is also observed to be very low compared with the existing schemes. From the results, it is observed that there is a significant increase in the performance of the proposed Fuzzy based scheme to the tune of 50-60% over the conventional and SC based soft combining methods.
SUMMARY
An intelligent and reliable cooperative spectrum sensing with fuzzy system based data fusion has been proposed. The main contribution of the work is that an intelligent fuzzy fusion algorithm is developed based on multiple threshold values in the fusion processwhich does not require the knowledge of the channel state information of the PU signal. Novel method of combining is incorporated in this work such that for each cognitive user a local decision is arrived at by considering own sensing result and also the 
Probability Of False Alarm Probability Of Miss Detection
Conventional SC based soft combining Proposed Fuzzy based sensing results of two neighboring nodes. This will improve the sensing decision of the cognitive users. The global sensing decision by the fuzzy fusion centre is further improved using selective combining and maximum ratio combining methods in the proposed technique. This method thus provides more accurate spectrum sensing and decision fusion.
Simulationresults for spectrum sensing, suggest that the proposed method can outperform the existing energy detection based cooperative sensing schemes in terms of probability of detection and probability of false alarm under different SNR conditions.
